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1. REQUEST TO LITENPO BASED UPON NIEXIT-3 REQUEST MADE ON 2 DEC NOT 3 DEC. STATION MEXI CANNOT ACCOUNT FOR TIMING OF NIEXIT TELEGRAM TO JENTON. N-3 CONTACTED STATION 2D NOVEMBER SAID CITE A PBRARE AGENT OF OURS IN PBRUMEN MUST GET COT (OF PBRUMEN) BUT HAVING DIFFICULTY; YOU MUST HELP HIM ASAP OR ELSE HE WILL FIND NECK IN NOOSE GTE. NOT HAVING ALL DETAILS LOCALLY ON AMOUNT OF OR ANY MEANS DETERMINING DEEB ON SPOT THE PRECISE NATURE OF N-3 REQUEST, STATION MEXI FORCED TO ACT IN GOOD FAITH ON BASIS N-3 ORAL REQUEST.

2. STATION MEXI DOES NOT AGREE THAT LITENPO INTERCESSION OPENS DOOR TO POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATION SUBJECT WITH ESPIONAGE. SEE NO MORE RISK REGARDING VISIT ON THIS CASE THAN FOR ANY OTHER TRAVELER DEPARTING FROM OR RETURNING TO PBRUMEN. THE LITENPO CHANNEL IS

SECRET

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED

Copy No.
CLAIMED ACCESS

USED BY LITEROS AND COS TO EXPOSITE VIEWS FOR COVER TIME. THE
CONTACTS BUT MAJORITY ARE ROBART INTEREST. THE COST CHARGE COULD
BE TARRIED WTH WOULD BE HAVING FRIEND IN MEXICAN GOVT WHO
HELPED GET VISA.

SECRET

C/3 CONSENT: *ACTION UNIT DETERMINED AS THOUGH INDIRECTLY TYPIC USED.

REQUEST HIER VIEWS DEGREE OF RISK AMBASSADOR WILL EXPERIENCE AS RESULT
LITKOG ACTION IF AMBASSADOR REFUSES TO RETURN.